
Camel Flags

 One year, through an unquestioned faith in the spell-check feature of her computer’s 
writing program, a student in my second-period class mistakenly converted her desired word 
camouflage into the much friendlier spellings of two machine-offered options:
            Camel flags.
 These delightfully unexpected words became stuck in my head.  As the long years bent to 
an ever more invasive educational reform showed no signs of stopping, or even slowing, low-
income school teachers who wished to survive – those educators who hoped to find just a touch 
of peace amidst all of the insidious blame – learned to first identify, and then do what they could 
to strategically present, what I began to think of privately as an endlessly commanded 
progression of camel flags.   

In other words? 
You tried to give the always increasing number of checklist-carrying beancounters what 

they wanted.
Even with best intentions, it was never easy to second guess which upcoming and often 

entirely unexpected evaluator-endorsed camel flag might be abruptly required.  The year that, as 
a result of yet another innovation-ordered reshuffling of employees, I landed in a fatally low-
scoring middle school was eye opening. 
	
 Thinking back, I should have guessed.

I should have been aware that a school historically known to house the poorest children 
in our city – a building already made infamous for its recurrent production of strikingly lowest 
scores – had served as a lighthouse calling out seductively to consultants.  As I grappled to find 
bearings inside unfamiliar territory, it was hard to miss the fact that district mandates forced into 
this painfully low-scoring building had created a confusing adherence to what felt to be 
monthly-, weekly-, and even daily-altering strategies.  What was promoted as being an 
acceptable instructional practice one day?  

Was, if you blinked and missed a late directive, punitively offensive the next.
Pushed detachedly into this unstable environment, yet offered no building-specific 

directives from administration or, for that matter, anyone else, I took upon myself the task of 
seeking out the complicated mix of reform-ordered texts, workbooks, libraries and curriculum 
guides.  When, in my search, I happened upon a set of short-article, thought-generating 
textbooks, fully aware that a student motivation is always tied directly to the true-life relevance 
in text, optimistically I stacked the appealing set onto my cart.   

And – along with the other innovation-mandated materials:
Hauled everything back to my room. 
My.  
Oh my.  
In a deeply subversive move, or so I was soon loudly and antagonistically informed, I had 

dangerously and insubordinately elected to introduce nothing short of a ready-to-detonate 
dynamite into that unsuspecting environment. 

“THOSE BOOKS!”  
Having only recently survived her own top-down visit from a visibly unhappy quadrant 

supervisor, my principal flew at me.  Coming unexpectedly, it was painfully obvious that she was 
trying to communicate from the very center of a magnificently unchecked rage.  “What,” she 
fumed, “are THOSE BOOKS doing in this classroom? 



“Ms. Tyler,” she spluttered in a reference to her immediate supervisor.  “Ms. Tyler asked 
why I allowed this; why I allowed you to have those books here, in this room.  Oh, I am warning 
you, Ms. Aech; I know that you are new this year, but I simply cannot have this.”  Confused, I 
followed her gaze to the neatly stacked but evidently scandalously offensive textbooks: that full 
set of thought-provoking texts I had been so pleased to find.

Although; well, actually?   
Although I had been having great success with those books; although, as I had suspected, 

my students had been responding to them enthusiastically; although they had been the source for 
some of the best work I had managed to extract from my very large and very wriggly classes: 
Oh, I knew by this time only too well the particular sounds of a bad teacher blame.  Making 
visual eradication my priority, I took immediate pains to remove the offending texts.  Loading 
them hurriedly onto a cart, I lugged them back upstairs and stacked them cautiously out of sight 
in the dark recesses of our bookroom.

Gosh.  
Surely there must have been some shockingly treacherous – and even powerfully anti-

reform – trickery in those books.  
I was never informed, however, as to why they’d caused such an uproar. 
But that year; that continuously, never-endingly, checklist-evaluated year.  As it crept ever 

so slowly forward?
	
 I began to comprehend that, as a new-to-the-building reform-displaced teacher, I had now 
been strategically positioned to become one of this aggressively test-score-labeled “failing” 
school’s most conveniently condemned scapegoats.  Blamed over and over, suddenly and 
unexpectedly, for things I couldn’t predict or control: as I clung in a growing desperation to 
support from an unusually perceptive therapist and the amaranthine patience of sisters and 
friends – with a Herculean effort?

I taught myself to turn away.  
To turn away, and swallow deeply felt responses.
To turn away, and bend, screaming inside, to the interminable invasions demanded by a 

never-ending flood of all-encompassing commands.  Commands which, despite exhaustive 
efforts expended in the hope of meeting an unpredictably dispensed camel flag logic?  

Were still relentlessly followed by the brashly promoted quick-fix mantra of a modern-
day educational reform: 

Bad teacher.


